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Qualifying 
Round 7 of the International InKart Championship began under sunny conditions, with the track dry 

and hot, making conditions ideal for the racing ahead. The early pace setter was Kameron Khan, with 

Ollie Ursell being just a fraction of a second behind, and Kyle Knight, a newcomer, slotting himself in 

provisional third on the grid. 

 

Q1 Eliminated drivers – John Green, Chris Lewis 

 

As the second session of Qualifying got under way, the temperature dropped, meaning the engines 

now had the optimal conditions to work. Ollie Ursell took advantage of this, posting the fastest time 

of the session, a 1.09.959, the first to break into the 69-second laptimes, followed by Kameron Khan 

in 2nd place, just 0.053 seconds behind, and Kyle Knight still running third in the order, just 0.739 

seconds behind. 

 

Q2 Eliminated drivers – Laurence Glockshuber, Tyler Parslow 

 

The final session of qualifying was contested by the last 4 drivers, meaning a clear circuit for drivers 

to work with. Kameron Khan reduced the gap between him and provisional pole to just 0.027 

seconds, but Ollie Ursell responded with yet another fastest time of 69.932. This was enough to 

secure pole position, followed by Kameron Khan in a very close 2nd place, and 3rd place going to 

Kyle Knight. 

 

Race 1 
The green lights went out and the race was on between Ursell and Khan, as they quickly got ahead in 

the first few corners, being followed by Kyle Knight in third, just behind. The duo at the front were 

quickly detaching from the rest of the field, and by the end of Lap 1 had a 2 second lead over 

everyone else. Newcomer, Kyle Knight, had shown in qualifying that he may be a dark horse and was 

quickly onto the pace of the Top 2, and was challenging Ursell for P2 early on. Ursell did not take 

kindly to that and overtook at Turn 10 to reclaim P2 after a dive down the inside. Meanwhile, race 

leader Kameron Khan was out front, keeping a consistent pace, but Ursell was reeling him back in, 

and dived down the inside and overtook for P1 at the penultimate corner of Lap 5. Further back, 

Laurence Glockshuber and Toby Cirel were having a fierce battle for P5, with them trading places 

frequently as the race wore on. 

 

After gaining momentum for a few laps, Khan made the move on Ursell and overtook for the lead 

around Turn 10, having the better racing line. Knight had also caught up to the leaders, and was now 

just 0.2 seconds behind in 3rd place. Meanwhile Toby Cirel had managed to cement 5th place and 

was now in a position to focus on Tyler Parslow up ahead, who had been driving a solitary race in 4th 

place, lapping the circuit consistently in high 70s to low 71s, unable to catch those just up the road. 
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As we entered the final stages of the race, Khan was building a steady gap at the front, running 

about 0.1 second per lap faster than Ollie Ursell, who was now 1.8 seconds behind in 2nd place. Kyle 

Knight had been unable to maintain pace with the leaders and was now tasked with maintaining his 

lead over Parslow in 4th. Laurence Glockshuber, in his debut International InKart round, was running 

in a solid 6th place. 

 

As the chequered flag dropped, Khan had built a comfortable lead of just less than 3 seconds, 

followed by Ollie Ursell in 2nd and Kyle Knight in 3rd. 

Race 2 
The fastest driver from the Race 1 was Kameron Khan, which meant pole position for the second 

race, followed by Ollie Ursell in 2nd place and Kyle Knight in P3. Khan and Ursell built a lead of a 

second over the rest of the pack in the early stages, with Kyle Knight and Parslow battling for 3rd 

place, with Knight securing 3rd place for the time being. Laurence Glockshuber was having a terrific 

drive, and although it was looking unlikely that he would be on for a podium finish, he was having 

another great battle with Toby Cirel for P5. 

Midway through the race, the racing conditions improved and lap times dropped by a couple of 

tenths, until a surprising light shower over the circuit threatened to catch drivers out. The leaders 

took to the challenge well and increased their lead at the front to 6 seconds, with Khan still being in 

the No. 1 spot, followed by Ursell and Knight. With the rain getting heavier, Khan locked up and lost 

control on the entry to Turn 10, costing him the lead, and even P2 as Parslow followed through 

before Khan could get back on track. 

 As the rain eventually subsided, lap times dropped down once again, with Parslow and Khan quickly 

gaining on Ollie Ursell, who had built a 10 second gap, by about a second per lap. Eventually Khan 

managed to pass Ursell for 2nd and was now charging as fast as he could for the race lead. Time was 

running out for Khan as the gap to Ursell was reducing slower than before as Ursell found some 

consistent pace at the front. 

In the closing stages of the race, there was 5 seconds separated Khan from a P1 finish but only a 

couple of laps to run, with Tyler Parslow now being in a distant 3rd place, unable to challenge for 

2nd. Kyle Knight was still holding onto a solid P4, followed by Laurence Glockshuber in 5th. As the 

clock hit zero, the chequered flag went out to seal the win for Ollie Ursell, Khan crossed the line 2nd, 

still 5 seconds behind, with Parslow finishing 3rd. 

With the points calculated from the 2 races, Khan took 1st in the Junior RT8 class, with Ollie Ursell 

taking the win in the Seniors. 


